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 <500 individuals

 Life expectancy is unclear, but 
one has lived to 65+ years old

 Adults = 13 to 16 m long

 Females larger than males

 Can weigh up to 71 metric tons



 The North Atlantic Right 
Whale (NARW) primarily 
lives off New England and 
the Maritime Provinces

 About half of the whales 
migrate November to April 
to their calving grounds in 
the South Atlantic Bight



 The commercial fishery for black sea bass 
(BSB) uses primarily two gear types:
 Multi-species hook and line
 Single species traps called “pots”

 Historically, 70% of the commercial catch was 
by pots



 2003 stock assessment: BSB = overfished and 
undergoing overfishing

 Quotas were much lower than previous harvest

 Commercial seasons were short

 In 2012, limited entry = 32 endorsements

 2013 assessment BSB = stock declared rebuilt



 Larger ACL = longer fishing season

 BSB pot prohibition Nov 1 - April 30

 32 endorsements + 
35 pot limits = 
max of 1,120 pots



 No fishing allowed near endangered species

 If fishing could cause an interaction with an 
endangered species, regulations cannot 
change until a potential interaction analysis is 
done  

 This is called a “Biological Opinion”



 BiOp done for an entire fishery

 9 – 12 months to complete

 Determines potential impact to 
endangered species

 Reviews status of fishery and  
potential interactions with 
endangered species



 The Nov 1 – April 30 pot closure was 
implemented to allowed fishing on the larger 
quota without having to wait for the BiOp

 A management plan amendment was started 
in 2014 to explored ways to open up the BSB 
pot fishery all year while minimizing impacts 
to NARWs.



 There are fewer participants and pots in the 
fishery now than before
 20 years ago there were 86 vessels using BSB pots. 
 There were no limits on # of pots

 Management restrictions made it harder for 
fishermen to target BSB

 No documented interactions between NARWs 
and BSB pot gear.



 Everyone wanted to make 
sure there was no 
possibility of interaction 

 Fishermen wanted as few 
restrictions as possible



 With Nov – April closure, 97% of the commercial 
ACL is expected to be taken, however, the 
majority of landings would be by other gears.

 Predicting the future was difficult because these 
exact fishing conditions never existed before.
 Limited entry
 Limited pots
 Limits on soak time, etc.



 Compared to keeping the pot fishery closed, 
the total value of the commercial BSB fishery 
would only increase by a net gain of $60,000.
 Done by shifting a larger percentage of landings 

to commercial H&L sector

 Without changes, BSB pot fishermen would 
be forced to fish when fish were worth less/lb
and more difficult to catch.



 Price/lb. = $2.825 + $0.058 (if landed during 
the months of November through April) + 
$0.032 (if landings were from pot gear) + 
(($1.461x10-5) x total pounds of all species 
landed on the trip)

 r2 = 0.156
 On average, price per pound increases by 

about $0.10/pound from November to April, 
plus average fish caught are larger
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 Nearly two years to develop a workable solution

 16 management options to choose from

 They varied on:
 Depth of the closed area
 Timing of the closure
 Historical sightings of NARW
 Known and suspected calving grounds







 During negotiations fishermen could not fish 
pots November – April

 Some fishermen got desperate and could not 
hold on another season without a 
compromise

 The compromise :
 97-98% of NARW historical sightings areas closed
 Could fish Nov-Apr, but further offshore



 Fishermen benefits:
 Further offshore during winter in worse weather
 Fish less likely to aggregate offshore – requires 

longer or more  sets for same amount of fish
 Further to get to their fishing grounds

 NARW benefits:
 Lower likelihood of encountering NARW
 New gear markings requirements



 Fishermen losses:
 Fewer fishing opportunities than desired
 Less freedom to fish as they used to

 NARW risk:
 2-3% chance of fishing near a BSB pot in 

migration areas
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